Why is Having Good Information Important?

On screen text reads: WHY IS HAVING GOOD INFORMATION IMPORTANT?

Marisol Palaez: Basing it off good sources you know kind of as the whole basis for making your paper a good source in turn for other people.

Jean Pierre Sanchez: Just credibility especially if like research if you want to, you want to, make a point, you want someone to actually believe you, like in my case like when you're working with outside businesses you had to have something like a credible source to back you up what you're saying and that, that, credibility is key [00:00:30] if you want someone to believe you and actually take you seriously.

Marek Bruckner: It's made me care more about learning because I've realized that there is so much out there like when you think about a database and but they start to connect and if you read a paper and then you look through the bibliography and then you go to the next paper and then you go to the next paper and you realize all these people are citing each other. You start to feel smarter once you get that and once a professor says so, Worth said this, and you're like I get that. I know where that comes from and I know who he cited.

[00:01:00]

On screen text reads: HOW DO YOU APPROACH INFORMATION IN YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE?

Kenneth Carruthers: I think in this age of clickbait it's easy to just see an article or someone post an article to your Facebook and be like oh man check this out I can't believe this happened and you want to just fall into the belief of that it's real and everything in the article's accurate but, after doing so much research and really like learning proper [00:01:30] citation and all that kind of stuff, it makes me really stop and analyze the source before I fall into it and get wrapped up in it.
Lena Dennington: I think it's important like information overload speaking of making sure what information kind of filtering information because we get shot a lot of information daily even in our just one class. It's a lot of information to take in.

Austen Hall: But I think it's made me more sensitive to the importance of gathering a breadth of resources because you know when you're doing your research projects you can't just find one source and call it a day so I think that kind of applies to life outside of research as well is that you realize that on one topic, even really specific topics, there's going to be a lot of different ideas on that topic and it's, it's, important to gather more than just the one that you find immediately palatable or the easiest one to find.

Victor Vo: And you start finding patterns so as you research more and more you realize that yeah they're different information, different stances, and regarding the information but you start finding patterns. You start finding like there's this group over here and then there's this group and then there's also a third group so anything that as you learn more these groups get bigger. At least for me that's the way I see it and then you find these outliers and you're saying well you know you can start seeing where the credibility lies and then you start finding patterns I guess.

[End of Recorded Material]